Marginalized Multiview Ensemble Clustering.
Multiview clustering (MVC), which aims to explore the underlying cluster structure shared by multiview data, has drawn more research efforts in recent years. To exploit the complementary information among multiple views, existing methods mainly learn a common latent subspace or develop a certain loss across different views, while ignoring the higher level information such as basic partitions (BPs) generated by the single-view clustering algorithm. In light of this, we propose a novel marginalized multiview ensemble clustering (M²VEC) method in this paper. Specifically, we solve MVC in an EC way, which generates BPs for each view individually and seeks for a consensus one. By this means, we naturally leverage the complementary information of multiview data upon the same partition space. In order to boost the robustness of our approach, the marginalized denoising process is adopted to mimic the data corruptions and noises, which provides robust partition-level representations for each view by training a single-layer autoencoder. A low-rank and sparse decomposition is seamlessly incorporated into the denoising process to explicitly capture the consistency information and meanwhile compensate the distinctness between heterogeneous features. Spectral consensus graph partitioning is also involved by our model to make M²VEC as a unified optimization framework. Moreover, a multilayer M²VEC is eventually delivered in a stacked fashion to encapsulate nonlinearity into partition-level representations for handling complex data. Experimental results on eight real-world data sets show the efficacy of our approach compared with several state-of-the-art multiview and EC methods. We also showcase our method performs well with partial multiview data.